This review discusses the intense x-ray emitting regions, called plasma points, that appear in low-inductance vacuum sparks and other high-current discharges. Accurate x-ray spectroscopy indicates the existence of two types of plasma points with different plasma parameters. One type is extremely small ( -microns), dense ( -1023/cm3), and hot ( 2 1 keV), while the second type is an order of magnitude less extreme. A dynamic model (Vikhrev 1982a) based on radiation cooling with axial outflow of plasma predicts a radiative collapse that is consistent with many features of the plasma points.
I. INTRODUCTION
The high voltage vacuum discharge was proposed more than 70 years ago as a spectroscopic source ( Millikan 1918) . The original apparatus operated at high voltage with a relatively modest current, typically 100 kV and less than 100 kA. In the mid-sixties (Cohen 1968 ) the power of the trigger electrode was increased, the inductance was reduced to less than about 100 nH and the voltage to -20-50 kV, while the capacitance was increased to -10-20 ,uF. The resulting apparatus is the "low-inductance vacuum spark."
The peak current in the low-inductance vacuum spark is more than 100 kA, and the trigger injects a significant amount of material in the interelectrode vacuum. Both the higher current and the presence of material between the electrodes are needed to make the low-inductance vacuum spark into an intense source of x-rays from highly ionized ions. The low-inductance vacuum spark is now a widely used research tool and an intensively studied research object. The discharge has many interesting features that are easily observed qualitatively but were unanticipated theoretically, e.g., pulsed x rays, multiply ionized atoms, and electron and ion beams.
It is relatively easy to produce hot, highly ionized plasma despite the low-inductance vacuum spark's modest energy ( -3-30 kJ) . Already the first experiments (Cohen 1968 ) measured spectra of He-and.H-like ions of titanium and iron (Ti XXI-XXII; Fe XXV-XXVI) ; somewhat later (Beier 1978) observed the resonance transition of the Helike ion MO XLI (A = 0.69 A). In pinhole photographs the K-line radiation appears to come from small, pointlike regions in the plasma that are called plasma points, bright spots, or hot spots. The relative simplicity and high shot rate of the low-inductance vacuum spark allow a thorough study of the formation dynamics of the plasma point and the properties of its plasma.
This review describes experimental investigations of the plasma point in low-inductance vacuum sparks. In addition, the review interprets many aspects of the plasma points with the radiative collapse model (Vikhrev 1982a; Koshelev 19SS ). The literature contains alternate models that we mention but do not discuss because, in our opinion, they are not far enough developed for comparison to ex; periment. Likewise, we do not discuss in detail the bright spots that occur in more powerful discharges because their analysis emphasizes bulk x-ray production by implosion (Pereira 1988b) . However, plasma points and bright spots appear to be related, and insight in'plasma points could become useful in understanding bright spots.
It should be emphasized that the plasma point is by its very nature a dynamic phenomenon with constantly changing parameters. For example, during its development the temperature of the plasma point changes from tens of electron volts to several kilovolts. The size and density of the plasma point also change significantly, e.g., from 1 mm to less than 10 pm and from 10i9/cm3 to 1023/cm3. Moreover, the plasma point must have spatial gradients in temperature and density that cannot always be resolved experimentally. Therefore it is necessary to keep in mind that a particular measurement may apply only to a specific phase in the development of the plasma point. This realization may help eliminate disparities between experimental results, resulting in an improved description of the plasma point.
A previous review (Korop 1979) summarizes the first ten years of research on the low-inductance vacuum spark. The devices used in various laboratories (e.g., Cilliers 1975; Turechek 1975; Golts 1975; Kononov 1977; Veretennikov 1981; Negus 1979; Morita 1983 ) have capacitances of 10-30 ,uF charged to 10-20 kV, with a circuit inductance of 50-100 nH. The discharge current is typically a damped sinusoid with peak amplitude I,-150-200 kA and pulse length = 1.5-2 ,us. The discharge is ignited by an electrical trigger in the cathode or by irradiating the anode with a powerful laser (Lee 1974; Koloshnikov 1985) .
With an electrical trigger the initial stage of the discharge is characterized by an erratic initial current and an x-ray pulse from the anode, and by the formation of plasma jets from the electrodes (e.g., Epstein 1970) . The trigger pulse forms the cathode plasma: the anode plasma is produced by bombardment of the anode surface by a beam of electrons from the cathode plasma accelerated in the electric field between the electrodes. The anode and cathode plasmas move toward each other with velocities = lo6 cm/s. The initial phase is complete when plasma bridges the vacuum gap: the voltage across the gap Vs drops to Vg e Lg dI/dt ( Lg is the inductance of the current channel) .
In the next phase of the discharge the current increases as prescribed by the circuit voltage V and inductance L of the circuit, dI/dt = V/L. On top of the smoothly rising current there appear short (< 100 ns) single or multiple dips in the current. These current dips are accompanied by intense bursts of x rays. The dips have a random character, although many authors have noted that they depend on discharge initiation, circuit parameters, and the material and shape of the electrodes (e.g., Cilliers 1975; Negus 1979) .
The current dips are correlated with the appearance of plasma points. The plasma point principally emits x-ray lines from ions of the anode material; radiation from cathode material is weak. However, the trigger to the cathode must be sufficiently strong for a plasma point to develop (Sidel'nikov 1982a) .
Triggering the low-inductance vacuum spark by irradiating the anode with a laser produces the anode jet directly. The erratic initial current is now absent, and the current starts slightly after the laser pulse. After this initial stage the discharge develops as described above (Koloshnikov 1985) .
The x-ray pulses correlated with the dips in the current and the formation of plasma points contain photons with a wide range of energies, typically kvr5-150 keV (e.g., Cohen 1968; Lee 1974; Cilliers 1975; Veretennikov 1981) . The x-ray spectrum contains information about the plasma in the plasma point. The name "plasma point" is particularly apt when looking at photons with hv<lO keV, corresponding to resonance transitions in He-and H-like ionization states of moderately heavy ions (nuclear charge Z&30); the points are often less than 10 pm in size.
Higher energy photons may appear to be less localized. Typically, the x-ray spectrum below hv-150 keV is emitted from a plasma with electron temperature T,-10 keV. For the relatively few photons with hv)150 keV the spectrum decreases with photon energy according to a power law (Cilliers 1975; Fukai 1975) . Some discharges show even more energeti.c quanta with energies hv>500 keV (Lee 1974) .
This review is principally concerned with the two types of plasma points (Aglitskii 1986; Antsiferov 1989 ) that appear in low-inductance vacuum sparks. The first type consists of a minute region of ions stripped to the K-shell, with size around -10 ,um or less as shown below in Fig. 1 . According to the radiative collapse theory a type-l plasma point is a short stage in the radiative collapse of a pinch: the collapse process is called micropinching, and a type-l plasma point is sometimes called a micropinch. A type-2 plasma point is an order of magnitude larger and radiates few (or no) resonance lines: its radiation is insufficient for a full collapse, and is sometimes referred to as a hot (or bright) spot.
Not all localized regions of intense x-ray emission in other types of vacuum sparks or other pulse power devices can be classified in these two categories. For example, some generators of short electrical pulses used in exploding wire research have a sizable prepulse. The prepulse could result in a hollow cylinder of plasma surrounding the wire (e.g., Aranchuk 1986) , and develop into striations that radiate x rays. There structures fall outside the present review.
Intense soft x-ray emission from small regions is also common in radiative z-pinch discharges on relativistic electron beam generators (Pereira 1988b) . These z-pinches differ from vacuum sparks in their higher currents ( -1 MA) and shorter pulse times ( -100 ns); moreover, z-pinches have ample material between the electrodes before the start of the electrical pulse. In the context of z pinches these regions are called "bright spots" (or sometimes hot spots) : their diameter is quoted as 50-100 pm (Stallings 1979; Burkhalter 1979; Riordan 1981) . Compared to the extremely high electron densities (n,-1023/cm3) in low-inductance vacuum sparks, the x-ray spectra in z pinches indicate much lower electron densities, even in the bright spots (n,-102*: e.g., Deeney 1989) . Perhaps these lower values reflect the spectral features used in the interpretation. However, when a single group looks at both vacuum sparks and z pinches the bright spots in z pinches seem identical to plasma points (Alikhanov 1984; Gol'ts 1986; Gol'ts 1987) . They document a l-MA discharge through a gas puff in Kr (2, = 36) and Xe (Z, = 54), with plasma points of ;5 5 pm diameter in He-like Kr and Xe. At this time we believe that bright spots in z pinches are similar to plasma points in vacuum sparks, at least in part (e.g., Sopkin 1990 ). The same is true for the bright spots seen in the plasma focus, but this device, used mostly for thermonuclear fusion research, falls outside this review.
II. THE PLASMA POINT: EXPERIMENTAL DATA
This section describes the experimental results on the formation of the plasma points, their size, and the plasma parameters temperature and density. In the older literature these parameters have a confusingly large range of values.
One reason is the existence of two types of plasma points. Another reason is that plasma points are dynamic entities, wherein the plasma parameters change rapidly over a large range of values. Plasma thermometry or densitometry applies to a limited range of plasma parameters, and therefore each measurement method gives a value characteristic of the method's range of applicability. Section III below describes the radiative collapse model that gives a coherent description of plasma points.
A. Plasma point size
Already the first investigators of low-inductance vacuum sparks noted that very small regions in the plasma produce the bulk of the x rays. In pinhole pictures these regions show up as bright spots or points, whence their name plasma points. The plasma points are elongated: for example, in discharges of titanium and iron the size of the plasma point perpendicular to the discharge axis was estimated as 43-4 pm (Schwab 1972; Klapisch 1977), or -s; 10 pm (Morita 1983; Veretennikov 1985) to 20-50 pm (Lee 1975) . Along the pinch axis the size is 3-10 times larger. These size measurements are typically carried out with pinhole cameras with filters that pass the resonance and characteristic lines of the respective elements (and the few available, higher-energy photons). These measurements will be called "K measurements," because most photons originate in the K-shell of the element.
It became clear later that there are two types of K measurements. The first type of K measurement looks at the resonance lines, and characterizes the plasma point in the stage wherein the plasma consists of ions stripped to the K shell. The second type of K measurements sees characteristic lines of low-multiplicity ions. These lines are probably excited by suprathermal electrons or electron beams in a much cooler plasma.
The two types of K measurements define two types of plasma points: the plasma points of the first type are an order of magnitude smaller than the plasma points of the second type. Much confusion in published measurements was clarified by the recognition of these two types of plasma points (Aglitskii 1986; Antsiferov 1989; and below) . For a wide range of elements they measure the K size of the plasma point from its magnified image through a square pinhole. The blurring of the edge determines the length and width of the plasma point even when the pinhole is relatively large.
A pinhole image gives an overestimate of the plasma size. When the pinhole is small compared to the x-ray source the source size is the size of the image divided by the magnification, but when the pinhole is large compared to the source the image reflects the size of the pinhole irrespective of the dimensions of the source: a point source still produces an extended image. However, a point source gives an image with sharp edges, while the image is blurred with an extended source. The width of the blurring is the magnification times the source size if the effects from diffraction and film grain size are suppressed.
Fresnel diffraction smears out the image over a distance 6, -m, where ;1 is the x-ray wavelength and R.
is the distance between plasma point and the pinhole. For iron with /z -0.2 nm and a typical distance R -2 cm the Fresnel diffraction gives a contribution of E-2 pm. The contribution from film grain size can be suppressed by using sufficient magnification: the grains are -10 pm, and their influence is reduced to below 2 pm when the magnification exceeds -5. The total effect from Fresnel diffraction and grain size is therefore less than -2 ,um:In addition, any motion of the source smears out the image and adds to the blurring of the edge, but this does not seem to be a problem (see below). The plasma point size was measured carefully (Antsiferov 1989) in the resonance lines of He-and H-like iron, with 5 x magnification. Fresnel diffraction is eliminated by putting the pinhole close to the source, l<R<5. Parallel and perpendicular sizes are measured simultaneously by orienting the square. pinhole along the axis of the discharge. The plasma point blurred the edge of the image less than 15-20 pm perpendicular to the axis and 25-50 pm along the axis. Thus, the perpendicular size d of the plasma point for this iron plasma is d<2 pm, and the aspect ratio a-3-5. Analogous measurements carried out for plasmas of aluminum (Z, = 13) give d-20-30 pm, for a plasma of sulfur (Z, = 16) and calcium (Z, = 20) d-10-15 pm, and d<2 ,um for all heavier elements (Fe, Z, = 26; Cu, Z, = 29; Zn, Z,, = 30). The four right-most points in Fig.  1 give these K measurements for the size of the plasma point with the different elements as indicated.
The filter in front of the pinhole can be chosen to transmit the x rays from the L shell of moderately heavy elements, i.e., photons with hv-1 keV. The plasma point seen in this light is larger than indicated by the K measurements. For example, the perpendicular size of the plasma point in the L shell light for an iron pinch (Veretennikov 1985) is -30 pm, and the aspect ratio is -3-5. Figure 1 gives this point by the rectangle around hv-1 keV. Churilov et al. ( 1990) measured the plasma points size for iron in a broad range of the VUV spectrum, from 5 nm (0.25 keV) to 20 nm (O.O8~keV), using a spatially resolved VUV spectrum from a grazing incidence spectrograph. Spatial resolution in the direction perpendicular to the discharge axis is possible with an additional slit. The blur in the edge of the spectrum allows the determination of the effective size of the source of emission for each of the wavelengths separately, similar to the size measurement with a square pinhole. The left-top line in Fig. 1 gives the results. The size of the iron plasma point decreases with wavelength, from 420-450 ym for /1. = 20 nm to about 300 pm for il = 5 nm.
The existence of certain x-ray lines gives a rough indication of the plasma temperature. Therefore it is possible to correlate plasma point size with plasma temperature. How to determine the plasma point temperature is discussed in the next subsection.
B. Plasma point temperature
A stationary blob of plasma with uniform temperature, density, and size emits a complicated spectrum that is fully characterized by these three parameters. In principle, only three spectral features suffice to determine the three parameters. The remainder of the spectrum can serve as a consistency check. However, determining the parameters for a real plasma point from a measured spectrum gives different values depending on which part of the spectrum is used.
Obvious reasons for this discrepancy are-spatial gradients and time dependence. Spatial gradients are unavoidable when hot plasma is sitting in colder surroundings. Unfolding gradients from spectra measured along a line of sight is difficult, and therefore rarely done (Gersten 1986) despite the importance of gradients in virtually all plasma points.
In a plasma point the temperature changes over one or two orders of magnitude in such a short time ( -30 ps) that only time-integrated spectra have been taken up to now. The time-integrated spectrum contains the signature of the various stages in the plasma point evolution. Each stage contributes principally to a specific spectral region, but with substantial overlap between the regions. Measurements of the plasma parameters could differ substantially, depending on the spectral region used for the measurement.
Additional problems arise if the plasma is not in ionization equilibrium as it heats up or cools down. ionization equilibrium can only be obtained if the plasma goes through each ionization stage slowly, staying longer than a time 7 that depends on the electron density, the element, and its ionization state (Kononov 1977, and below) . For example, for a Ne-like iron plasma to reach the He-like ionization state n,~ must exceed 10" cm3/s. Sometimes a beam of electrons creates additional radiation. Given these complexities extreme caution is needed in unfolding experimentally measured spectra from plasma points (or any plasma). Much confusion in the published values of plasma parameters is due to insufficient appreciation of the complicated nature of plasma point spectra.
Consider the plasma point temperature. In the first experiments an electron temperature T,>l-2 keV tias inferred from the K-line spectra of iron and titanium. On the other hand, measurement of the spectral distribution of more energetic photons in the continuous spectrum by differential filters (Lee 1974) (for photon energies hv< 150 keV) indicated electron temperatures T,B 10 keV in the samti plasma. That the inferred temperature increases with ha?dness of radiation is to be expected, but these measurements do not lead to a reasonable temperature for the plasma point. Spectral methods should be sufficient to distinguish plasmas with thermal, Maxwellian electron distributions from those with nonthermal but isotropic distributions (Pereira 1988a), or from thermal plasmas with an admixture of directional electron beams.
Temperature diagnostics with satellites of resonance lines
An elaborate fitting procedure (Kononov 1983; Kononov 1985 ) is necessary to obtain diagnostic information from strongly broadened and superposed spectra of a group of satellite transitions. This procedure constructs the spectrum from theoretical data for each of the excitation channels, taking into account the superpositions of the lines. The relative contributions needed to match the experimental spectrum then determines T, and T,. In highdensity plasmas the collisional transfer between aut'bionized states 1~2121' causes further distortions of the spectral profile (see below). In turn these distortions can be used to determine the electron density.-The plasma temperature can be found from the x-ray
The spectra from plasma points in sulphur, in highly stripped ions. For a transient plasma, such as the plasma point, on should select a method that is unaffected by time variation-in plasma properties. The relative intensities of resonance lines and their dielectronic satellites (Gabriel 1972a ) depend on temperature but not on ionization equilibrium in the plasma. Thermometry with this method, often used for the H-and He-like lines, is therefore ideal for transient plasmas, provided that the electron distribution is still Maxwellian. For a "coronal" plasma the radiative decay of the resonant levels domiilates over all types of collisional deexitation. The intensity of the resonant line I, in a coronal plasma is then proportional to the collisional excitation rate of the process I? + e-+ 1x2~ + e'. Often the principal channel for excitation of the satellite is dielectronic capture of a free electron by a He-like ion in the ground state, 12 + e+ ls2e2e'. Then both the resonant line and the satellites are excited from the same ground state, 12, and the relative intensity I&l, of the satellite line does not depend on the ionization state of the plasma. In addition, this ratio does. not depend on the electron density (in the coronal case), and is most suitable to determine the electron temperature of the plasma.
Another excitation mechanism for doubly excited Helike ions is collisional excitation of the inner-shell of a Li-like ground state, l.?2Z + e-t ls2i2I' + e'. When this mechanism dominates the intensity ratio of satellites to the resonance line gives information on the ionization state of the plasma, more specifically about the relative population of Li-and He-like ions. The temperature of the plasma obtained in this case is called the "ionization temperature" T, (Gabriel 1972b) . In stationary equilibrium T, = Tr For most real sources the values T, and T, differ, which suggests that plasmas are typically not in equilibrium. The inequality T, > T, indicates that the plasma is ionizing, while T, < T, indicates a recombining plasma (Bhalla 1975) .
In general the satellites are excited through both excitation channels, and it requires special effort to separate the contribution of each channel to the line intensity. When the lines strongly overlap, as usual for spectra from plasma points, it is still more difficult to determine the weight of each channel. Figure 2 contains two samples of realistic spectra to be analyzed later. 2. Measurements of T, and T, for elements from Mg to cu Kononov et al. (1985) used a fitting procedure to find the electron temperature for different compositions of the plasma points in a low-inductance vacuum spark with peak current -200 kA. Spectra of the He-and H-like ions of Mg (2, = 129, Al (2, = 139, and S (2, = 16) were vbtained using the 001 plane of a mica crystal (2d = 19.9 A); for elements from Ca (Z, = 20) to Cu (2, = 292 the crystal was the quartz 1011 plane, with 2d = 6.68 A. The instrumental line width was 3 X 10 -' A. around 5-9 A (for Al, Mg, and S), and 8 X 10 -' A in the region l-3 A (for Ca to Cu). These spectra are from up to 100 shots using a focusing crystal spectrograph in Johann geometry.
Figure 2(a) shows the spectrum (solid line) close to the resonance line of He-like S, and' Fig. 2(b) gives the spectrum around the He-like resonance line of Ni.-The unmarked dashed line gives the best fit; also shown are the contributions of some of the individual transitions in the marked dashed lines: "1" indicates the resonance line I.?(',!&) -ls2p('P1), and "2" the intercombination line l.?( 'So) -l.s2p("P1). The broad structure "3" is the superposition of different satellite lines excited by dielectronic recombination, of which the "j" satellite is the strongest. The dashed line "4" is the intensity of the satellites due to collisional excitation of the K shell of the Lilike ground state, while "5" is the dielectronic satellite with principal quantum number n of the spectator electron n>3, ( l&r1 -ls2pnl). Their intensities are needed because these transitions form a strong long-wavelength wing to the resonance line, and may contribute significantly to its intensity. The calculated position (Vainshtein 1978) shown above the figure in the designation of Gabriel (1972b) . The spectra of Fig. 2 illustrate the complexity that can be treated. For other atoms,'such as magnesium and aluminum, the satellite and resonance lines overlap little, and the electron temperature T, can be obtained immediately from the relative intensity of the "j" satellite.
The bars in Fig. 3 give the electron temperature T, as measured for many different elements (Kononov 1985) . Within experimental error (about 10% due to densitometry and 20% from uncertainties in atomic modeling),. the dependence of T, on the nuclear charge Z, is well described by Z,) ~-4.5X (Z(eV).
(11.1)
The circles in Fig. 3 give the ionization temperature T, determined by the relative abundance of Li-and He-like ions, T,(Li/He). For all elements Tz turns out to be considerably smaller than the electron temperature inferred from the satellites to the resonance line of. the He-like ion T,,(He). As already noted, Te> T, suggests that the plasma point is being heated and ionized.
The electron temperature can also be determined from the relative intensity of satellites to the resonance line of the H-like ion. The electron temperature T, (H) for iron turns out to be T,(H) -4.5 keV (Kononov 19779 , much larger than the value TJ H) I! 1.7 keV measured with satellites to the helium-like resonance line. The relative intensities of the resonance transitions for H-and He-like ions, In/l,, also gives an ionization temperature for the ionization equilibrium between these two ionization states, T,(He/H). However, in these experiments the electron temperature T,(H) -4.5 keV agrees with the ionization temperature T,( He/H) =4 keV (Kononov 19779 , and with values from other investigators, T,(He/H) -4.3 keV (Negus 1979) , and T,(He/H) w-4 keV (Schwab 1972) . The older results are generally obtained using multiple overlapping spectra from many (typically 100) different shots. However, when comparing different single shots it turns out that In/lue varies much more from discharge to discharge than other intensity ratios used for diagnostics (Schultz 1989) . The disparity between the results obtained by use of various methods will be considered below in discussing theoretical ideas on the nature of plasma points.
Measurement of the electron temperature with differential filters
We already noted that an iron plasma point gives a continuous spectrum up to photon energy hv-150 keV. The continuous spectrum, often measured through differential filters, can also be used to define an electron temperature T,(j). For the iron pinch mentioned the continuous spectrum corresponds to an electron temperature T,(f) -10 keV (Lee 1974; Lee 1975) . More recently, Burhenn ( 1984) measured the electron temperature in the plasma point as function of plasma composition. For iron the measurements give two different temperatures T,(f) ~2.7 keV and T,(f) ~-8.5 keV, depending on the type of discharge. The dashed line in Fig. 3 displays the cooler temperature as function of the element in the plasma: it is given quite well by T,(f) ~-42: (eV). The hotter temperature, the dot-dashed line in Fig. 3 , is approximately given by T,(f) -0.322:' (eV) .
The separate dependence of the temperature on atomic number suggests that there exist two types of discharges, each with its own dependence on atomic number. Other data (Antsiferov 1989 ) to be discussed later lead to the identification of two classes of plasma points, small and large. It turns out that T, -2: corresponds to the-small plasma points while the T, -Z:' dependence reflects the radiation generated by an electron beam that occurs in a large plasma point.
these data increases Lee's estimate for n, by two orders of magnitude, to n,-1023/cm3. The electron density estimate by Negus (1979) is also based on too large a value of the plasma point volume, A V--4X 10 -lo cm3, and on too high a temperature (T,-4.3-7 keV). The improved values for the plasma point volume and temperature used with the original radiated power (Negus 1979) now suggests n,>1023/cm3 for iron, in agreement with the more recent data discussed in this review.
An interesting observation is a peak in optical radiation at il -760 nm (Cilliers 1975) . Interpreting this peak as collective bremsstrahlung radiation at twice the plasma frequency suggests an electron density n,-5X 102'/cm3. However, the optical light need not come from the highdensity stage of the plasma point, but may reflect other stages of the discharge.
Until recently the only spectroscopic measurements of the electron density of the plasma point were. done by Datla ( 1978/9) , who used Stark broadening of the Rydberg lines in H-like and He-like magnesium and aluminum. Using He-like and H-like ions ensures that the information comes from the high-temperature stages of the evolution of the plasma point, when their emission is maximum. The result was n,-5-10X 1021/cm3. However, it was realized later that a significant part of the line broadening is due to the radial size of the plasma: the corrected value turns out to be around n,-2-3 x 102*/cm3.
I. The electron density from collisional redktribution of satellite transitions
As already noted, some spectral methods give the temperature of a specific phase in the development of the plasma point. Likewise, the electron density should be measured only while the plasma is hot. The satellite spectrum changes with electron density by collisional transfer between the autoionizing states ls212P. This effect in Lilike calcium and titanium was used to determine the electron density for a plasma point (Kononov 1980) . A density effect was already observed in the satellite spectra of H-like Al and Mg in a laser-generated plasma (Bayanov 1976; Vinogradov 1977) .
In the limit of small densities the population of the autoionized levels nai is determined by C. The electron density of the plasma point It has proven difficult to determine the electron density in the plasma point, let alone its spatial and temporal dependence. The first estimates, based on Bennett equilibrium for the plasma (Lee 1974), suggested n,-102r/cm3 for an iron plasma. Comparing the x-ray emission of the plasma point with theoretical calculations of radiation loss ( Negus 1979) gives somewhat higher values, n,-3 x 10zl-2 x 1022/cm3. Further experimental study led to. a reexamination of these estimates. Lee's 1974 estimate was based on a plasma point radius Y-15 pm and a plasma temperature T,-8 keV, but later it became clear that the radius of a plasma point in a "normal" regime of pinching is less than 2 ,um for iron, and that the electron temperature T, is about 2 keV (from dielectronic satellites). Using
Here n% is the Saha-Boltzmann equilibrium population of the autoionizing state with respect to the ground state: for Li-like ions this is the He-like 12. Also ri is the autoionization rate, and Aj = E&is the total radiative'decay rate, the sum of all possible decay rates Ay from level i to level j. For a metastable level (i = 1) the radiative decay rate is small, A, XI,, and the population is close to equilibrium, ItI -nT. At the same time, for a level (i = 2) with fast radiative decay, 124& the population can be much less than the equilibrium, n2-nf x ( r2/A2) &.
In a plasma with sufficiently high electron density one must include the transfer of excitation between levels as a result of electron-ion collisions. In a two-level approxima- tion this effect leads to (collisional) transfer of an excited level from a metastable level ( 1) to a radiating level (2)) which appears as an increased intensity of the corresponding (2) satellite. Calculations show that the "q" satellite is particularly sensitive to collisional transfer effects, and thus to the electron density. Kononov et al. ( 1980) determine the effect of electron density on the relative population of the satellites using all possible collisional transfers between the levels ls2.?, ls2.s2~, and 1~2~' of calcium. In stationary state this leads to a system of linear algebraic equations:
Here Cii is the rate of collisional transfer from state i to j, and wi is the statistical weight of the ith state. The summations are over the number of levels of the 1~2121' configuration.
The results in Fig. 4 come from calculations with 16 levels of calcium, at about 1 keV where He-like calcium is abundant. The figure shows the intensities of calcium's satellite lines "a," "d," "k," "m," "q," "r," and "t" relative to the intensity of the '7' satellite as function of electron density. In the region of interest, yt,-1022-1023/cm3, only the "q" and the "d" satellite depend strongly on electron density, with a smaller density effect on the "a" satellite. The "q" satellite is most useful as a density diagnostic because the dependence is relatively strong, changing from 1% to about 100% of the intensity of the '7' satellite in the density region of interest. For higher densities the "a" satellite may also become useful.
-The solid line in Fig. 5 gives an experimental spectrum in the region of the resonance line Ca XIX. The solid line at the top of the figure around 3.199 A (marked 5) is the difference between the experimental spectrum and the computed spectrum without the density effect. The difference curve is located at the theoretical wavelength for the "q" satellite. The shape of the difference is reminiscent of the computed single line profile, which suggests that the observed difference can be accounted for by increasing the intensity of the "q" satellite by increasing the electron den- sity. The dashed lines in Fig. 5 are the theoretical spectra computed for electron densities 1022/cm3 (curve 2), 3 x 1022/cm3 (curve 3), and 1023/cm3 (curve 4). The best fit to the experimental spectrum is obtained for n,--5-~ 1022/cm3. Analogous measurements of electron density were made for a titanium plasma, with similar results. The density determination using the "q" satellite (Kononov 1980) was apparently the first direct evidence for an extremely high electron density in the plasma point, on the order of 1023/cm3. For plasma points with heavier elements such as iron (Z, = 26), nickel (Z, = 28) or copper (Z, = 29) the density can, unfortunately, not be found from the "q" satellite, because for these elements this line overlaps with the intercombination line "y" of the He-like ion, the l?( 'Se)-1.~2~ ( 3P1 ) transition.
The procedure has been used with other K lines. For example, the density dependence of the satellites to the resonance line of the H-like ion Ti XXII (Seely 1984) gives n,-1.5 X 1023/cm3, in good agreement with the above-described measurements. Other measurements show that the density increases with nuclear charge, from about 3 X 1021/cm3 for Al, to 10z3/cm3 for Ca and Ti, and > 1023/ cm3 for Fe.
Like the other parameters of the plasma point the density changes in time. However, each spectral line occurs only during a specific state in the evolution of the plasma. Determining both temperature and density from the same spectral data preserves the proper relation between T, and iz, during the collapse process.
D. investigation of pinch dynamics
The first space-time study of the plasma point in the low-inductance vacuum spark was done with high-speed photography in visible light (Lee 1971; Lee 1974) . These experiments showed the beginning stage of the pinching of the discharge channel after filling the inner electrode space by high-conductivity plasma. It was shown that the pinch- ing was local, producing a constriction. However, the space-time resolution of this method is insufficient to observe compression of the plasma to less than 1 mm. Laser shadowgraphy with five frames, together with time-correlated observation of the current and x-ray pulses in various photon energy bands (Veretennikov 1981a; 1981b) , gives a quite complete picture of the compression of ,the plasma column up to the formation time of the plasma point and its breakup. The shadowgrams typically show an m = 0 RaleighTaylor instability. In the early stage of the discharge the radial velocity v, is approximately v,= IO" cm/s, increasing to -5 x lo6 cm/s close to the time of minimum radius when the neck is formed. Figure 6 (a) shows a composite r-t diagram, obtained from many different shadowgrams of an iron pinch, with error bars indicating the temporal and spatial resolution of 1.5 ns and 100 pm: note that this measurement does not resolve the minimum size of the pinch in K light (see The current reaches its maximum (dl/dt = 0) around the time of the minimum radius, while dI/dt is minimum about 25 ns thereafter.
Figures 6(c)-6(f) contain the x-ray pulses from this pinch correlated to within 0.5 ns time resolution with the current trace of Fig. 6(b) . The x-ray is resolved in four rough energy bands, viz., The harder x rays appear from 15 to 25 ns after the occurrence of the minimum radius as seen in the shadowgram, and the current maximum. This timing indicates that the plasma point forms about 20 ns after maximum compression. A separate x-ray pinhole photograph shows that the plasma point sits in the neck of the pinch.
The beginning of the characteristic K, radiation from the partly stripped ions Fe II to Fe XVII, Fig. 6(e) , coincides with the emission of x rays in the hard x-ray band hv> 100 keV, Fig. 6(f) . However, this pulse starts typically 3 ns before the beginning of the x-ray pulse in He-like resonance lines of Fe xxv stripped to the K shell, Fig. 6(c) : this last pulse coincides with the x-ray pulse in the photon energy range 25-100 keV, Fig. 6(d) . These data are similar but more precise than earlier observations on a copper pinch (Lee 1974) .
The electron temperature and density inferred from the data in Fig. 6 do not match the spectroscopic measurements. The pinch region in the shadowgram is opaque because the light frequency we is less than the plasma frequency w, = ds (Veretennikov 1981a,b) . This leads to a lower limit for the electron density on axis, n,> 102'/cm3. Another estimate is obtained from the pinch size in VUV light as displayed in Fig. 1 . A -100 pm radius corresponds to 0.5-keV photon energy and 0.2-keV temperature. The Bennett relation (with 1-200 kA) then gives n,=2>( 102'/cm3. A similar upper limit to the density, n,<102i/cm3, has been obtained by conservation of line density during compression of an initially tenuous plasma (Negus 1979) . In contrast, spectroscopic measurements using the resonance lines of high-Z (Z, 20-30) elements give densities of n,-1023/cm3 and temperatures T,-2 keV (see Fig. 1 ). The different data can be reconciled by a model with two compression stages. The first stage, the relatively slow hydrodynamic compression seen by the shadowgraphy, creates a neck of warm plasma and the conditions for a second compression. This second compression is consistent with the radiative collapse model of Vikhrev ( 1982a) as described in Sec. III below. Radiative collapse creates the plasma point.
In the hydrodynamic compression stage the plasma heats up to a moderate temperature consistent with the occurrence of partly stripped ions like Fe II to Fe XVII: E& radiation from these ions and hard x rays with hv> 100 keV indicates that nonthermal processes occur in addition. Subsequently, the plasma point develops. This second stage takes place on a fast, nanosecond-like timescale inside the plasma~neck. Its hot, dense plasma is consistent with the emission of resonance lines of He-like Fe XXV, and with x rays in the 25-100 keV energy range;
The second compression stage leading to the plasma point is faster (<lo0 ps) than the response time of the diagnostics for Fig. 6 . A soft x-ray emission time of 60-100 R28 ps was estimated with a fast x-ray streak camera, indicating that the hot phase of the plasma point is comparably short (Peacock 1968 ). Aglitski et al. (1985 used highresolution spectroscopic equipment for a precise measurement of the line shape and position of the resonance line of He-like iron. The shape of the lines indicates Doppler broadening from radial expansion (or contraction) with velocity vr-2-3 X 10' cm/s, while the Doppler shift suggests a velocity for the total plasma point of less than up-10' cm/s. From the apparent size of the plasma point, about rp -2 ,um, they conclude that the radiation lasts about r&,-20 ps., The remainder of this review describes the radiative collapse of the plasma into a plasma point in more detail, principally from the theoretical side but with reference to experimental data where appropriate.
III. RADIATIVE COMPRESSION MODEL FOR THE PLASMA POINT
A successful model for the plasma point must explain its high ( -2 keV) temperature, high ( -1023/cm3) electron density, small ( 5 10 pm) size, and short ( -30 ps) lifetime. Presently the most developed model for the plasma point is a radiative collapse theory in the form proposed by Vikhrev et al. (1982a) . In an approximate way this theory reproduces the scaling of the plasma point parameters with the atomic number of the pinch material. In a radiative collapse the plasma point is heated by compression and Joule heating. Beams of high-energy electrons are considered a minor influence for the energetics, and they are not part of the model. Below we discuss the radiative compression model in some detail.
Over the years certain aspects of plasma points have been explaitied in different ways. An early theory assumed that the plasma points are electrode dust ejected and heated by an electron beam (Negus 1979) . A plasma point-sized microparticle with a 0.0 1 mm diameter is easily heated by a 100 kA beam of 10 keV electrons, or a fluence of 10" W/cm2. Getting to keV-like temperatures demands no more than -lOlb W/cm3, allowing for a depositicm length of 1 mm along the pinch axis in agreement with the elongated shape of the plasma point.
However, other observations contradict this model. Beam heating predicts pancake-shaped plasma points, because 10 keV electrons penetrate only a fraction of a micron into a solid. Also, a plasma point heated by fast electrons -would be the source of the hard x rays, while in experiments the hard x-ray emission comes from between the plasma point and the anode. And in gas-puff z pinches electrode-generated microparticles should not appear, but the gas-puff pinches do show plasma points.
Other explanations of the plasma point emphasize the radiation produced by electron beams, i.e., plasmas with non-Maxwellian and anisotropic electron energy distributions. There is no doubt that electron beams exist in lowinductance vacuum spark discharges (Welch 1974; Choi 1987) . In other discharges electron beams have been measured directly (Kania 1984) and inferred from spectroscopic data (Hammel 1984; Hares 1985) . In the theoretical approach we favor, the radiative collapse model, the electron beams do not cause the plasma point, but the plasma point could create an electron beam. Electron beams are mentioned in this review solely for their effect on the radiation:
In our opinion the radiative'collapse model is the only reasonably complete approach that accounts for the formation of plasma points. For this reason we spent the bulk of this review on an account of this model, and a discussion of the relevant experimental data.
A. Historical development of plasma point theory Various aspects of plasma point formation with compression and. Joule heating were first formulated in connection with research on nuclear fusion with deuterium pinches. In these experiments the dense plasma lodated on the axis of the discharge produces soft x rays, accompanied by neutrons and high-energy ion and electron beams (Fillipov 1983; Trubnikov 1976) .
A uniform hydrogen pinch in radial force equilibrium (Bennett 1934 ) has a critical current determined by power between Joule heating and optically thin bremsstrahlung (Pease 1957; Braginskir 1957) . The Pease-Braginskii current for hydrogen, 1&3 1.6 MA, applies to fusion-like parameters with a Coulomb logarithm a u 10. For other plasma parameters I& changes weakly with the Coulomb logarithm. Apart from the weak dependence on plasma parameters through the Coulomb logarithm the Pease-Braginski current does not depend on the temperature T because Joule heating and bremsstrahlung both increase with temperature as" T"2, at least when line density, current, and temperature are connected by the Bennett relation NT aI'. Likewise, with decreasing. ~radius r both Joule heating and optically thin radiation increases as l/g, and the pin& radius drops out of the power balance. Joule heating and optically thin radiation do not determine an equilibrium radius.
For atoms other than hydrogen I& is a function of the nuclear charge of the ions 2 through a factor 1 + l/Z. For ions with Z,& 1 the top lines in Fig. 7(a) show Ipa-0.8 MA, for In A =-10. In what follows the weak dependence on the Coulomb logarithm is neglected because its influence is on the same order as the many other approxima--tions.
For fusion plasmas bremsstrahlung dominates the radiation loss, but this is not the sole radiation process. In extremely hot and dense plasmas synchrotron radiation can be balanced against Joule heating (Korop 1979) . The resulting equilibrium, with I-100 kA, ic'unstable. At sufficiently small plasma radius ( -1 nm) electron degeneracy.effects appear, synchrotron raditition loss begins to exceed Joule heating power, and the plasma cools. Cooler plasma implies reduced pressure, and further contraction of the plasma: the 'plasma collapses. In this theory, the average lnergy of the particles before the collapse is -already several hundreds of keV, at a plasma density of 103'/ cm3, and synchrotron radiation emitted during the collapse is in the hard x-ray regime as observed in'x-ray bursts from plasma points. These considerations and related ideas . Approximate values for sulphur and molybdenum are also given. The arrows at left give 1,a for hydrogen, and 1ra for 2~1 in the limit of complete ionization. (Meierovich 1984; Meierovich 1986) were important in clarifying the phenomenon of radiative collapse, although we now know that plasma turbulence and the associated anomalous heating prevents the supercompressed state to be reached from normal physical parameters (e.g., YI,-10z3/cm3 and T-1 keV) . Radiative collapse in hydrogen pinches continues to be investigated including these additional effects (e.g., Chittenden 1989; Giuliani 1989; Robson 1989a) .
In plasmas with atoms of higher atomic number 2, R 10 and thermodynamic parameters relevant to vacuum sparks the power loss from bound-bound and freebound transitions exceeds the bremsstrahlung power by a large factor, K( T;ZJ.
As a result the Pease-Braginski'i current 1,s is less than I& for hydrogen: IPB( Z-&) z @n/a.
The function K, which depends on detailed atomic physics considerations, is available in the literature (e.g., Post 1977): 1rn( _T;Z,> has been computed for some elements with these data (Shearer 1976; Negus 1979; Vikhrev 1982a) . Reabsorption of radiation turns out to be important in the vacuum spark plasma: the plasma is optically thick for the relevant parameters T,-l-10 keV and n,-1023/cm3 or nj-1022/cm3. A cylinder of tenuous plasma emits optically thin volume radiation, which varies with radius as l/g. In the opposite extreme, blackbody radiation, the radiation depends only on the emitting area. Then the radiation per unit length increases linearly with radius, PBB/ I = 2mvs,~ (the Stefan-Boltzmann constant o&L1: lo5 W/cm2 eV4). In reality, the total energy loss by radiation for intermediate plasma radii varies smoothly, from l/? for large r to a linear increase with radius for small r. However, for our relatively small plasmas the surface radiation loss is still one or two orders of magnitude less than for an ideal blackbody. Figure 8 , to be discussed later, illustrates the energy loss as function of radius for two temperatures in iron: the blackbody radiation loss is visible in the upper left corner (for 700 eV) . Unlike optically thin radiation, the equilibrium between optically thick radiation with Joule heating does give an equilibrium radius for the pinch, rq in Fig. 8 .
These equilibrium estimates assume that the plasma is radially uniform in current density, particle density, and temperature. Of course, none of these is necessarily true in reality, in part because these conditions are inconsistent with pressure and energy balance. As an example, radial structure changes the radiation output, and affects the resistivity (Robson 1989b) . Despite these inconsistencies a uniform plasma is a frequent approximation that should be reasonable in many cases (except for plasmas with a dense, cold core and a tenuous, hot periphery when the opposite approximation would be more reasonable).
A typical pinch is hydromagnetically unstable to axial perturbations. The sausage mode creates the conditions for radiative collapse. The basic idea is that the neck of a hydromagnetic sausage instability forms a plasma column of smaller size (Book 1976) . Collapse can proceed when the energy loss from radiation in a characteristic instability time, ~-r/u~ (uA is the Alfven speed at the edge of the pinch), exceeds the heat content of the plasma (Shearer 1976; Winterberg 1978) ; equivalently, the radiation power per unit length of the plasma must be larger than the energy loss due to expulsion of plasma from the pinch (Vikhrev 1978a; Vikhrev 1978b) . It is important to realize that the plasma increases the value of n,r during compression (Vikhrev 1977; Vikhrev 1978a) . This guarantees that the radiative power continues to exceed the energy lost by plasma expulsion, and the plasma column can continue its radiative collapse.
These concepts, atomic radiation with opacity and axial outflow of plasma, are the core of a simplified, zerodimensional model for the plasma point (Vikhiev 1982a), the radiative collapse model. The simplifications make it possible to follow the entire process of radiation collapse in time, in an approximate way. Although more accurate modeling can be done for 2D hydrodynamics, opacity, and ion kinetics in isolation, it is barely possible to integrate all these aspects into one single computation. The most detailed computations to date either have little radiation (Lindemuth 1990) or contain a conceptually complete radiation package (but without radiation transport) that is constrained by computation considerations (Cochran 1990) . Eventually, as resources increase these and similar computations will supersede the abridged models discussed here.
Vikhrev's model appears to contain the phenomena that dominate the life of the plasma point: it successfully predicts plasma temperature, density, and plasma point lifetime. In addition there are experimental indications that plasma outflow is related to the plasma point (Hares 1984; Stewart 1987 ).
B. Model for radiation compression of a high-Z plasma
This section introduces the general ideas of the radiative compression model as well as some quantitative results from a simple analytical model . This analytical approximation seems to provide a good qualitative (and for many cases quantitative) description of the process. The next section presents results for a more complete model that includes the hydrodynamics of the plasma and a more exact form for the radiative energy loss.
Critical current
Force balance in the radial direction (Bennett 1934) gives a simple relation between the line density for electrons, N, = rrr%,, the electron temperature T,, and the total current I. The Bennett relation is rud"
The left-hand side is the linear energy density of the magnetic field for a total current I, and the right hand side is the linear kinetic energy of the plasma, with Ni the number of ions per unit length, and T the plasma temperature (assumed equal for ions and electrons): the electron line density N, = Z,, Np In numerical form,
where T is the plasma temperature (in eV), NI is the number of ions per unit length (in cm) and I is the pinch current (in MA). The Bennett relation applies when kinetic and magnetic pressure are the only relevant forces, and when the radial velocity of the plasma column is small compared to the sound speed.
Bennett equilibrium deals only with the averaged particle density, temperature, and current density, and says nothing about the value of the radius where the plasma edge is located. Once in equilibrium the external forces on the plasma are balanced, and the plasma edge would remain at the same radial position while the radial profiles of the thermodynamic quantities continue to evolve.
In a hydrogen plasma column in Bennett equilibrium the energy loss by bremsstrahlung balances Joule heating with Spitzer conductivity at the Pease-Braginskii current IPB (Pease 1957; Braginskiy 1957) . A current I with constant current density produces in a homogeneous plasma of radius r and average charge state Z,, a power QJoule per unit length I of QJ,,,dZ = I*/aA. The conductivity (T = o. T3/*/ZeRln A is the Spitzer conductivity, In A is the Coulomb logarithm, and the pinch area A = ~2. The constant go = 100 fiL-' cm-' eYT3'*. Then
QJou,e/l=3.3x lo9 ze;$r~^ $, where Q,,,ldZ is in W/cm, and I in MA.
As the radius decreases and the density goes up to the assumptions that lead to Spitzer resistivity are no longer true. With more realistic models IPB may change a factor -2 (Giuliani 1989; Robson 1989b ), on the same order as possible dependences on the Coulomb logarithm. Anomalous heating related to current-driven instabilities is more difficult to estimate, and also more important [see below Eq. (111.29)]. For the moment Eq. (111.3) is sufficient, and convenient in future use.
The radiative power density in bremsstrahlung (or free-free radiation) Pp-= xff n, n, where the free-free power coefficient -Y'= 1.4 x 10e3* Z&T1'* W cm3. In Bennett equilibrium the bremsstrahlung power loss per unit length is zeff I4 Qf f =4.3 X lO"~~7z 7 ,-(111.4) for Z&S 1 ( Qfl is in W/cm). This leads to the well-known value for I&-O.27 (In A) *'* MA, for a fully ionized high-Z plasma. IPB can also be expressed as the Alfven current 1,dE 17 kA multiplied by a factor that compares the cross sections for collisional energy transfer ( a In A) and bremsstrahlung (Pereira 1990) .
In reality the current is never constant. Typically, i(t) has a pulse shape determined largely by the pulse power machinery, with some details reflecting the dynamics of the pinch. Assume for the moment that the pinch has reached equilibrium at a certain current. If the current increases above IPB without a corresponding change in temperature the magnetic pressure exceeds the thermal pressure: the plasma contracts. However, Bennett equilibrium can be reestablished due to compressional heating, i.e., the conversion of magnetic field energy to thermal energy. In fact, it is possible to heat the pinch while remaining in Pease--Braginskiil equilibrium if the current increases in time as 1 a t1'3 (Haines 1960; Hammel 1976 ). The hydrogen pinch in variants of these zero-dimensional approximations was discussed recently by Chittenden (1989) , Giuliani (1989) , and Robson ( 1989a,b) .
In a plasma of heavy ions it is possible to maintain Bennett equilibrium during contraction of the pinch. As the plasma contracts the radiative losses decrease due to opacity and density effects, and the small difference between the radiative losses and Joule heating is easily compensated by magnetic field work.
Energy balance based on bremsstrahlung radiation is relevant to hydrogen plasmas, and to fully ionized high-Z plasmas. However, the majority of ions is fully stripped only at exceedingly high temperatures T2 3Z*Ry (e.g., Huddlestone 1965: Ry = 13.6 eV is the Rydberg constant). Usually a pinch with high-2 plasma is only partly ionized, line radiation dominates over bremsstrahlung, and I& no longer defines power balance. Instead, power balance occurs at a critical current I,, < @a: I,, depends on the thermodynamic variables of the plasma but not on the plasma size, because the plasma is still assumed to be optically thin.
The critical current IO for a plasma of heavy ions is obtained easily from the total radiation loss of a plasma in the form Ptot = Pf X K( T,Z,>. The factor K( T,Z,) is a complicated function of temperature T, and of nuclear charge Z,. Its computation involves detailed atomic 'physics considerations that fall outside this review. Here K( T, Z,) is considered given by the literature (e.g., Post 1977) .
In Bennett equilibrium, and assuming uniform current density over the pinch, .~ which gives the critical current I,, = 0.27 (In A/K) "'. Figure 7 (b) compares the temperature dependence of the power coeflicient Xfl for bremsstrahlung (lower solid line) with the power coefficient for line radiation Kline = P~i,,/n,ni for iron (2, = 26), in three approximations. The dashed line comes from the computation by Jacobs (1977) , and the dot-dashed line from Breton ( 1978) . The two computations are,similar in the onset of L-shell radiation (around 0.6 keV) and K-shell radiation (around 4 keV), but the power coefficients differ by a factor on the same order as the already neglected influence from the Coulomb logarithm ( (where I is in MA). The deviation from the T3'4 line in Figure 7 (a) comes principally from the inclusion of bremsstrahlung at high temperatures, and to a minor degree from the (weak) temperature dependence of the effective atomic number ZeE. The Pease-Braginski'i current estimated analytically differs by about 50% from the more accurate approximations. In the following we continue to illustrate the basic physics behind the different pinch phenomena with simple analytical approximations rather than with more precise numerical results. This is partly for clarity, and partly because the broad. atomic and radiation physics background falls outside this review. The various estimates that follow are intended to be semiquantitative. Quantitatively correct results must await computations that include all the complications inherent in radiation transport commutations: an .accurate computation of optically thick radiation has only recently been applied to radiation collapse (Apruzese 1889 (Apruzese /1990 
Equilibrium radius
In an equilibrium pinch optically thin radiation losses vary with radius as l/g only in the low density, "coronal," type of plasma. In the coronal approximation the ions are excited exclusively by collisions with electrons, and all excited ions de-excite only by radiating a photon which leaves the plasma. In contrast, for higher, densities collisional de-excitation can be significant. Then the excitation energy is given back to the plasma instead of being radiated out, and the plasma radiates less. Moreover, the radiation varies with radius in a different way because collisional de-excitation depends on density, and therefore on radius.
Consider a plasma wherein the ions have only two energy levels. The spontaneous radiation rate is W,, and the collisional de-excitation rate by collisions with electrons is n,w,. The total de-excitation rate is then W, -+ n, W, In a low-density plasma, n,W, Q W,, the radiation coefficient does not change with density. Then the radiated power Pa npi a n2, and the radiated power per unit length is Q = v?P. For a pinch in Bennett equilibrium; with current 1, and temperature T and a line density N = &n that remains constant with radius the radiated power per unit length is Q a p/p, inversely proportional to the cross-sectional area ?. However, in a denser plasma when n,W, s W,. the radiation coefficient x' -W/n, X W,J We is inversely proportional to the electron density IZ,. Then the radiated power P is no longer Pa n', but one of the density factors cancels, and Pa np Although the plasma is still optically thin, i.e., the photons are not reabsorbed by the plasma, the radiated power is no longer inversely proportional to l/g. Instead, for a denser but still optically thin plasma the power loss per unit length of a Bennett pinch with given line density becomes Qa 12, independent of pinch radius Y.
T-
The coefficient for radiative de-excitation W, scales
Without collisional de-excitation each of these ions reemits the photon in an arbitrary direction. The energy of the re-emitted photonis random with a probability distribution given by the lineshape. All the'radiation escapes, but in a broader line. Multiple scattering together with collisional de-excitation deposits the photon energy back into.the plasma, and reduces the radiation loss.
-~ -. The decrease in the radiation rate due to opacity is estimated as follows. The probability p that a photon is re-emitted in one absorption-emission cycle is p = l/( 1 -t-PZ, Wd W,) . The probability that the photon escapes the plasma without being redeposited is then p = p", where M is the average 'number of scatterings per photon. For the case of total frequency redistribution inside a Doppler line contour an acceptable approximation is M = cd,, where the parameter (y: depends on geometry, optical depth (as In r/l,) and line profile: typically (r-5 (e.g., Holstein 1951).
The mean free path I, = l/n,g,,,, where o,, is the cross section for absorption of the line photon. This cross section depends strongly on the line width and on the photon energy, and is proportional to the statistical weight wg of the ground states of the ions that are likely to be present in the plasma, e.g., ws-10. Again assuming that T-2hv and using ne,y Ze#i the mean free path becomes (III. 11) with I,, in cm. For a plasma in Bennett equilibrium this becomes with excitation energy, or photon energy hv, as W, a ( hv)2 (e.g., Vainshtein 1979 ). The collisional de-excitation rate We -vff, is proportional to some average electron velocity v and the de-excitation cross section a,, which scales inversely with average electron energy T as a, .-T-2. Therefore, We a T-3'2. Often the average energy of the photons responsible for most of the plasma radiation is proportional to the temperature, hv--lkT, and WJW, -(hv) -7'2 .--T-'j2. The numerical factor in front of these scaling estimates is approximately constant along the isoelectronic sequence but differs for different types of ions (K ions, L ions, . ..). For analytical modeling below we use WJW, zx lo-14/T7'2 cm3 for both L shell and K shell, with T in eV. 1+3x10-s zg P'" z'/2 I2 (111.12) n .
(with current I in MA and r in cm). Figure 8 shows'the radiation per unit length for an iron pinch as function of radius. Figure 8(a) is a warm pinch with temperature T = 700 eV and electron line density N, = 18 X 1016/cm corresponding to Bennett equilibrium for a current I'= 0.2 MA. Figure 8(b) is for a hot pinch with T = 1700 eV and reduced mass her unit length N, = 7.3 x 1016/cm, but approximately the same current (assuming no change in In A with temperature and density). For the warm pinch the-effective atomic number is Z,, = 17, and the linear ion density is Ni = 10'6/cm; for the hot pinch Z& = 25 and the ion density is 3 X smaller, Ni = 0.3 X 10i6/cm. Note that ' the warm pinch could evolve into the hot pinch by axial outflow of material, but not by compression without outflow.
The solid line is the radiation per unit length for coro-A photon escapes from the plasma (and the plasma nal and optically thin radiation, decreasing as l/? with radiates) if its mean free path Z, is much larger than the increasing radius. The dashed line shows the reduction 'in plasma radius i: Otherwise, when the optical depth r/ radiation per unit length due to optical thickness, accord-I,,, 1, the photon excites a large number M of ions before it ing to the formula Q' = Qp i + M. The upper number in the reaches the plasma edge: M-r/Z,,. When the radius r decresses the density of ions in the ground state ni increases (assuming constant line density N = tqrr?). ThtYmean free path I,, -l/ni decreases as 2. Thus the number of photonion collisions M increases as M-l/p. box at the top of the figure is the probability for collisional de-excitation p = l/( 1 + n, WJ W,), which decreases with radius through the density n,a l/g. The probability p is close to unity and the coronal approximation is well justified up to rather small radius of compression.
The lower number in the box is the number of scatterings M. The large number of scatterings M>l combined with small deviations from the coronal approximation, p 5 1, strongly reduces the radiation per unit length as the pinch contracts.
The critical radius r, indicates where the plasma radiation goes over from volume-like to surface-like. This transition should occur approximately when a sizeable fraction of the photons is reabsorbed,, e.g., when p1 + ME l/e-0.37. Surfacelike radiation from this plasma is much weaker than blackbody emission. A blackbody cylinder of radius r radiates Qna = 2n-rasB~ per unit length, where the StefanBoltzmann constant ffsn = lo5 W/cm2 eV4. This is the solid line in the left-top corner of Fig. 8 (a) , but off-scale in Fig. 8 (b) . The emissivity QJQBa Y 4 X 10 -7Z7'2 is about l/30 for iron.
Estimating the opacity effects with a simple two-level model is highly approximate but stil1 semiquantitatively correct. For example, a detailed radiation transport model with 162 levels and 511 radiation lines (Apruzese 1989/ 90 ) finds an emissivity below -0.1 for a krypton (Z, = 36) cylinder (with relevant plasma parameters ni-5 x 1022/cm3 and T = 1 keV). Figure 9 shows the x-ray spectrum for this computation. Many individual lines have merged together in. two broad bands that approach the blackbody spectrum and account for most of the radiated energy. In this regime, around the transition from volume to surface radiation, the spectrum exceeds the blackbody limit for certain photon energies, reflecting the approximations even in this relatively comprehensive computation.
The different radial dependencies of radiation with the opacity effects and with Joule heating allow the determination of an equilibrium radius req. Figure 8 shows the radial dependence of Joule heating in the double solid line, and the intersection with Q(r) that gives the equilibrium radius R,. The equilibrium radius decreases with increas- ing temperature, from about 6 pm for 700 eV.iron to about 1 ,um for 1700 eV iron. Such behavior has a clear physical reason. The higher temperature plasma is more coronal, and at the same time the radiated photons are more energetic and the absorption coefficients are lower. Therefore a higher compression is needed to reach the surfacelike radiation regime.
Using the analytical approximation for surfacelike radiation Q, [Eq. (111.14)], and for Joule heating [Eq. (111. 3)] gives an analytical estimate for the equilibrium radius, (III.15) where req is in cm.
These considerations are valid only if the current is larger than the critical current I,, for which Joule heating would be balanced by volumelike radiation without opacity effects. As shown below 111.10 the Joule heating increases with current as Q/l a 1', but radiation increases faster, as Q rad a14. Then Joule heating is less than volumelike radiation [as in Figs. -8 (a) and 8(b) ], and equilibrium is obtained with opacity-reduced radiation. In the opposite case I <I,, Joule heating always exceeds radiation losses, and an equilibrium radius does not exist. The critical current I,, = 0.016T3'4 Z,,/Zz increases with temperature: for an iron pinch Ie=0.2 MA for T = 3 keV.
The solid line in Fig. 10 shows the equilibrium radius for an iron plasma with current 0.2 MA, calculated according to Eq. (111.15), as a function of electron temperature. The lower scale is the ion density corresponding to Bennett equilibrium with a fixed current. The dashed curve shows the equilibrium radius rq calculated with an improved representation of WJ W, that takes into account the transition librium radius, which is also r,,-0.01 cm. Other measurements support the existence of plasma outflow: an argon pinch shows a fourfold reduction of the initial line density, from 6X 10i6/cm to -1.5~ 1016/cm (Hares 1985) ; the axial velocity of the plasma increases with ionization states (Stewart 1987) ) and therefore with temperature.
In the radiative collapse model the outflow of particles along the pinch axis decreases the line density in the pinch region. However, during the outflow the pinch plasma remains in quasi-equilibrium, and the equilibrium radius and associated quantities change along the curve res (iVj) shown in Fig. 10 . An earlier model (Vikhrev 1977) assumed that the outflow of particles is the sole energy loss mechanism.
The decrease in the line density due to axial plasma loss is approximated by the equation: from M shell (Ar-like) to L shell (Ne-like). This transition is responsible for the relatively rapid change in equilibrium radius r,,-10 ,um around 0.4 keV. Nevertheless, the more elaborate result does not differ much from the rough analytical approximation, because the equilibrium radius is weakly dependent on the details of the radiation physics (about as the l/3 power of the various coefficients). The equilibrium radius curve ends at the cross, at T = 3 keV, where I,, = 0.2 MA and power equilibrium is no longer possible.
The analytical formula for Ye combined with Bennett equilibrium gives an estimate for the electron density in the plasma, viz., (III. 6) where ne,eq is in /cm3.
All these formulas were obtained considering only radiative losses and Joule heating with Spitzer conductivity with In A-10. Other energy gain or loss mechanisms, such as anomalous resistivity or plasma outflow, give another value for the equilibrium radius, which is still defined by 8 joule = Qr V kh i rev (1982a) considered ye4 including a model for anomalous resistivity from current-driven instabilities (see below).
Formation of a micropinch in a vacuum spark
The zero-dimensional equilibrium of the pinch estimated above is hydrodynamically unstable to the sausage instability (m = 0). The radiative collapse model (Vikhrev 1982a) assumes that the hot spot in a low-inductance vacuum spark is caused by a local contraction due to the plasma outflow from the neck of the sausage, aided by large radiative energy losses. Such a development is visible in the experimental data of e.g., Veretennikov (1985) , which shows a sausage-type instability in an iron pinch with current 0.15 MA, with a plasma radius in the neck around 0.01 cm and temperature of about loo-150 eV. These measurements agree with the estimates for the equi-
where 7 is a characteristic escape time. A reasonable value is r&/c, where h is the height of the sausaging part of the pinch and c, is the sound speed, or TNP/C, x a, where a is the aspect ratio of the sausage, a = h/r. Typically, a is in the range 1 <a < 10, or about 3.
Using with 7. in seconds. Equation (111.18) indicates that the temperature could increase rapidly after a time on the order of 7P Radius and density will behave similarly, because these are directly coupled to the temperature T(t) by Eqs. (111.15) and (111.16). The time constant 70 can be taken as the characteristic lifetime of the micropinch with initial parameters To and Yap For a low-inductance vacuum spark in iron with current IO = 0.2 MA the lifetime of the plasma with aspect ratio a = 3 is 7oE 14 ns at temperature TE 100 eV. This delay agrees reasonably well with the delay time between the initial compression to the equilibrium radius r = 0.01 cm and the high-temperature micropinch stage with K-line radiation emission (Veretennikov 198 la, b) . The calculated characteristic time for a plasma with temperature TZ 1500 eV when K ions radiate is about 20 ps, which also agrees with experimental measurements described above.
The radiative collapse model envisions a pinch in radiative equilibrium that produces a high temperature during a radiation-assisted compression with axial outflow of material. The high temperature ionizes the pinch ions to the K shell, and the pinch radiates K lines. During the compression the pinch remains in radiative equilibrium.
Radiative equilibrium demands that the current I, remain less than the critical current I,,, Eq. (111.9). However, I,, increases with temperature as T3'4. Eventually I,, exceeds the pinch current IO, which remains constant during the radiative collapse. At this point the pinch can no longer remain in radiative equilibrium. Once out of equilibrium the plasma expands, the density decreases, and the radiation stops.
K line radiation starts at a temperature TK (Z,) that depends on the nuclear charge Z,. This happens approximately when T, z 3 X lo-'z eV (Breton 1978) . The plasma point can radiate K lines if the critical current I,,( T,Z,) at T&Z,) exceeds the pinch current I,. Taking z,z,,z,, gives the maximum atomic number for which the K shell can be reached: Z, , , ~7OXI'", (111.20) with I in MA. According to this formula He-like ions with Z, 5 30 or so can be excited in a micropinch with IO = 0.2 MA. This agrees with experiment: iron (Z, = 26) is stripped to the K shell in a micropinch with 1,,~0.2 MA, while in a molybdenum (Z, = 42) pinch the K lines are very weak.
A similar estimate can be made for Ne-like ions. These appear when T~,r5 x lo-? 2: therefore, ions with nuclear charge Z,,, 5 135 XI'" can be expected to radiate L lines. For a pinch with IO = 0.2 MA the estimate, ZN 555, is in good agreement with experimental obsermax vations (Aglitskii 1986) .
Another quantity of interest is the radial size of the plasma point seen in K line light, and the point's electron density. Equation (III. 15) gives an equilibrium radius Ye = 1 pm for an iron plasma at I = 0.15 MA with temperature T = 1700-2000 eV, pes = 5 pm for calcium (Z, = 20) at T = 100 eV, and Ye = 15 pm for sulphur (Z, = 16). These numbers compare favorably with the experimental observations in Fig. 1 . There is also good agreement for the electron densities: for calcium ~1, = 10z3/cm3 under the circumstances given, and for aluminum (Z,= 13) n,=4X102'/cm3 at T=400eV. The radiation power of the plasma point is obtained by multiplying the surfacelike radiation power per unit length (III. 14) by the micropinch length (a X rq). This gives for the radiation power of the plasma point the expression Ecz7x 10'a212P'3/(hv)13'6. (111.22) This estimate gives ~~0.02 J for the K-radiation from a plasma point in an iron plasma. The experimental value is also 0.02 J. Obviously, this exact coincidence is accidental: both theory and experiment are only accurate to within a factor of 2.
Below we discuss the results for a more accurate numerical model of micropinching. However, the simple physical investigation above already suggests that the model of radiative compression correctly describes qualitatively and quantitatively many aspects of the physical scaling of plasma points.
C. Zero-dimensional dynamic model of micropinching
The zero-dimensional dynamic model of micropinching (Vikhrev 1982a ) discussed below is the first qualitatively and quantitatively correct description of many of the characteristics of plasma points. This model grew out of the so-called simple model of the plasma focus by adding, radiative energy losses due to line radiation of multiply charged ions. It gives good results for an iron pinch, which has been studied in detail.
In the final stage of the hydromagnetic sausage instability the pinch evolves into a neck with an elongated shape, with height h and radius a (Book 1976) . The aspect ratio a = h/a, and a-3-10. The center of the neck is at z = 0, and the neck edges are at f h/2. Density and temperature are taken to be uniform throughout the neck. During compression the uniformity is maintained when the radial speed u,.(r) = (r/a) v is linear with radius: u = v,(d) is the radial velocity at the column edge.
What is the compression dynamics of the neck? Radial motion follows the equation:
Here m is the ion mass and p s R"/~,LL~ is the magnetic pressure at the plasma edge. The change in the line density N = s-a% is given by which shows a weak (l/3 power) dependence on photon energy hv. For an iron plasma with a = 6 and I = 0.15 MA the power radiated by the plasma point varies from Q,,, = 3 GW for a choice of hv = 0.2 keV, to 10 GW for hv = 6 keV.
where rs is the escape time of the plasma through the ends of the plasma column, and ir is the radial compression time. It is given by the growth rate of the hydromagnetic instability corrected with the aspect ratio a, viz., T, = a(a/c,), where c, is the Alfven speed (and the ion thermal speed in Bennett equilibrium, VTi). The total energy E radiated by the point in the region between hv and 1.5 hv can be estimated multiplying the The velocity of the plasma along the z axis at the edge power Q,, by the lifetime 1: of the neck determines the axial escape time r= = h/2v, where the axial velocity v, is given by plasma: (111.26) Here no and To are the density and temperature of the plasma escaping from the pinch. The first term on the right hand side contains the pressure gradient along the z axis. The second term describes the decrease of v, due to the escape of plasma through the ends, under the assumption that the axial velocity increases linearly with axial distance z.
The energy per unit length of the plasma column is eN[, with E the average energy per ion. The energy per unit length develops according to the equation:
The first term on the right hand side is the power input by adiabatic compression, and the second describes the outflow of energy associated with the escape of material from the neck. The last term is the radiation loss.
The pinch current is given by the circuit equation:
fL (Lo + $JIl + qJ=Q (111.28) where L,-, and LP are the inductances of the circuit and the discharge channel, respectively, and R, is the resistance of the neck region in the plasma. The resistance RP = h/ura', with CT the plasma conductivity. To mock up anomalous resistivity the conductivity u is taken to be CT = nev/mv,tf, with ~~~,ff = Yei -I-~anom the effective collision frequency. Spitzer conductivity comes from elastic collisions between electrons. and ions, with collision frequency Ye, The collision frequency vm,, takes into account an anomalous resistivity related to plasma instabilities that may be excited by current flow in the pinch. In the absence of a good model the anomalous collision frequency is taken as Y anom=(~g/~~i)2(~c~~~~)1'2~ (111.29) Here uD is the drift velocity of the electrons, and the c+'s are the ion and electron Larmor frequencies. The formula primarily serves to define a reasonable timescale for a typical but unspecified current-driven instability in a strong magnetic field. The important point here is to include an anomalous resistivity effect: further research is needed to pin down the appropriate instability, and to replace Eq. (111.29) with an updated formula. At this time it is sufficient that an instability threshold is reached (at constant current) when the plasma escapes from the neck, the line density N decreases, and the drift velocity vD-Ilo/N exceeds the thermal velocity. The computation shown below (Ivanov 1986 ) includes the anomalous resistivity, and a slightly more elaborate way of computing radiative loss than described here, viz., various line broadening etIects for calculating the optical depths of individual lines. These added features allow the study of fine detail in the compression of micropinches, but the simple approach for calculating radiative losses is quantitatively correct for the basic properties. Figure 11 shows the temporal evolution of the plasma parameters during the process of micropinching. A special logarithmic time difference scale is used to represent all stages in a single graph. Zero time is the end of the final compression, usually when the temperature exceeds some high, but arbitrary value (20-50 keV) . The duration of any stage corresponds to the difference between the ordinates.
The initial conditions for this computation are given on top of the-figure. The distance between the iron eleo trodes is equal to the initial radius of the plasma, 1 cm, and an initial line density is Ni = 3 x 1017/cm. The first regime is a slow compression during the first 920.ns or so, followed by an hydrodynamic series of compressions and expansions [similar to Felber 1982) topped off by a fast radiative collapse in the final 1 ns.
At first the plasma compresses hydrodynamically to a radius 70-80 ,um, at -90 ns before the end of the computation, expands, and compresses again to a radius that decreases with each subsequent compression due to radiative energy loss (Meierovich 1985) . These compressions end with a very small plasma region reminiscent of a plasma point, with radius around 3 pm. The temperature in Fig.  11(b) gets into the region l-10 keV at this stage The electron density in Fig. 11 (c) goes up to n,r 10z3/cm3.
In this computation the plasma is initially uniform over radius. In this case the formation time of the plasma point, taken from the second compression to the end of the run, is about 20 ns. In other runs, where different radial distributions are assumed, the formation time varies from 50 to 20 ns. These values agree well with observations of the dynamics of micropinching.
The stagnation phase, between 20 and 1 ns, is characterized by a plasma radius ryO.1-0.2 mm, electron temperature TI: 100 eV, and an electron density oscillating around n &-10"/cm3. These parameters agree reasonably well with observations of the plasma during hydromagnetic compression.
In the plasma point region [denoted by "K" in the Fig.  12(a) ], the plasma contracts to a radius of order 3 ,um. The electron density in this compression stage varies from n,-3 X 1023/cm3 to n,-( l-2) X 10z4/cm3: the electron temperature increases from 1.3 to 5 keV. The lifetime of the plasma point with radius Y < 2 ,um is shorter than 100 ps. The calculated lifetime of the hot phase of the micropinch agrees well with .the measured values (Aglitskii 1985) of 20 ps.
After the final compression the plasma column expands rapidly due to the fast loss of plasma from the pinch and the simultaneous appearance of anomalous resistance. During the expansion the plasma temperature continues to increase rapidly, reaching tens and more of keV. However, the expansion phase does not contribute significantly to K-line radiation due to its short lifetime and the rapidly decreasing plasma density. Figure 11 appears to contain the basic phenomena observed in micropinching, including quantitatively correct results for the plasma parameters of the plasma point. The model also gives a quantitatively reasonable account of the plasma point's disassembly. We conclude that the radiation compression model captures the principal physics of radiation collapse. In the next section we discuss the scaling of plasma point parameters with initial parameters such as nuclear charge Z,, peak current, and initial line density.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS ON PLASMA POlNTS INTERPRETED WlTH THE RADIATION COLLAPSE MODEL
Section II presented the experimental-results on plasma points, and Sec. III gave a computation for radiation collapse of an iron pinch. This section uses the radiation collapse computation to interpret the experimental results. An important insight is that in a radiative collapse the plasma goes through a wide range of temperatures. As a result, the different measurement techniques for the electron temperature all give values within their range of validity. Electron temperature measurements for plasmas of various compositions corroborate the radiation collapse scenario. Radiative collapse can evolve in two different types of plasma points.
A. Electron temperature of plasma points
Computations of radiative collapse suggest that the plasma point goes through two orders of magnitude in density and temperature in a sub-ns time. In contrast, the x-ray spectral measurements are time-integrated, while their interpretation in terms of density and temperature usually assumes a stationary plasma. The plasma parameters obtained this way are always somewhere in the sensitivity range of the particular measurement technique. Measurements valid in widely different regimes then give widely different results corresponding to the regimes of validity.
Consider first the procedure for measuring the electron temperature T, by the relative intensities of dielectronic satellites to the H-and He-like resonance lines. Figure 12 gives the relative intensity I, for the resonance lines of Hand He-like iron ions, and for the dielectronic satellite lines, as function of temperature T. The intensities are given as dI,/d (log T) to compensate for the logarithmic temperature scale, so that the total radiation in a specific line is proportional to the area under the corresponding curve. The intensities come from the iron pinch computations of Ivanov ( 1986) , and take into account the changes in radius and density of the plasma point during its evolution over the last 200 ps of its life (see Fig. i 1) . Although the intensities vary with time it is possible to plot them as function of temperature, because the temperature increases monotonically with time.
Singly excited He-like iron is most abundant at a temperature of T,--2;5 keV, and therefore the resonance line of He-like iron is strongest at this temperature. For the same reason the resonance line of H-like iron peaks at a higher temperature T,-6 keV. Excitation of Li-like iron accounts for the satellites of the He-like resonance line, through dielectronic recombination, which therefore peaks at the lowest temperature T,E 1 keV.
A spectrometer does not see the intensity ratios at each particular temperature if it is slow compared to the 20 ps timescale of plasma point formation. Instead, it registers the time-integrated intensity. The ratio between the timeintegrated intensities corresponds to some intensity ratio for instantaneous intensities. The intensities of the H-and He-like resonance lines can be used to measure the temperature between 2.5 and 8 keV. Therefore, the effective temperature inferred from a time-integrated measurement with these lines, 7'$m is some average value, here TeHffe/H= 3.8 keV, which depends somewhat on the detailed time history of the plasma point. Likewise, the effective R38 temperature Pu:.cs= 1.9 keV obtained from the ratio of dielectronic satellites to the He-like resonance line lies in the region where this temperature measurement is applicable. When the plasma point's temperature traverses a wide range of temperatures the measurement technique gives some arbitrary temperature in the regime of validity.
Similar arguments apply for temperature measurements with bremsstrahlung. In an optically thin plasma with temperature T, the spectral intensity I( hv) in harder photons with hv)kT, varies exponentially with photon energy hv. The temperature defined by this continuous spectrum is then kT, = -d(hv)/d[ln l(hv)], which depends on the length of time that the plasma point spends in the photon energy regime used for the measurement. Therefore this approach produces temperatures that increase with the hardness of the radiation used for the measurement (Lee 1974; Burhenn 1984) , and that are higher than the temperatures deduced from the line ratios. The computation of radiation collapse shows that the effective temperature in the micropinch would be Test,7 keV when-measured in the energy band around hv-30 keV, but would increase to 1';&-11 keV for the energy band hv= 100 keV.
Other computations show that the temperature inferred from bremsstrahlung varies with pinch current in a qualitatively correct manner. Changing the current from 100 to 150 kA increases the temperature in the computations from 9 to 11 keV (measured with radiation around hvs50 keV). Under similar circumstances in an experiment the temperature of the plasma point increases from 5 to 7 keV (Bykovskii 1982 The radiative collapse model predicts that density and temperature of plasma-points increase with the atomic number of the element used in the pinch. Unfortunately, time-integrated measurements on the same line for the different elements also give results that increase with increasing atomic number. This problem is resolved by using a single element selected for diagnostic purposes intermixed with heavier elements.
Plasma parameters were inferred from the spectra of He-like iron Fe xxv in a pure iron pinch and a mixed iron-molybdenum pinch (Vikhrev 1982b; Sidel'nikov 1982b) . Figure 13 (a) is the spectrum from 100 discharges with pure iron, Fig. 13 (b) from an iron-molybdenum pinch;with 50% MO (Z, = 42).
The spectra can be fully interpreted with the spectrum fitting -procedure discussed earlier, but some qualitative features are obvious. The shape of the long-wavelength wing of the '7' satellite is equally broad in both spectra, and not through accidental overlap with other lines. Thus individual lines in both spectra have the same intrinsic broadening. However, the measured width of the resonance line is due to the overlap with the dielectronic satellites with principal quantum number n > 3. This width is 4.2~ lo-' A for Fe, but decreases to 3.4X 10m3 A for (Fe + MO), reflecting a smaller contribution of the satel- lites to the long-wavelength wing of the total lineshape due to the increased temperature of the emitting plasma.
The full fitting procedure shows that the relative intensity of dielectronic satellites in the (Fe + MO) plasma is 3-3.5 times smaller than the pure iron plasma. The intensity decrease corresponds to an increase in the electron temperature from 1.4 keV for pure iron to 2.0-2.4 keV for the compound (Fe + MO) plasma.
The spectrum around the resonance line of Fe xxv can not be used to measure the plasma's electron density using the collisional mixing of autoioniied states, but this can be done with spectra of Ti XX-XXI. Therefore, titanium plasmas with various admixtures were diagnosed by using the resonance line Ti XXI and its satellites (Sidel'nikov 1982b) . The electrodes in these experiments varied from pure titanium to a blend of titanium with 20%-50% of molybdenum and niobium (2, = 4 1) .
The measurements are not precise enough to see a difference in the spectrum with a 20% admixture of MO and Nb to the titanium, but a 50% admixture of heavy impurities (MO or Nb) gives a -20% narrower resonance line due to a smaller contribution from the intercombination and dielectronic satellite lines. Full analysis of the spectra shows that the temperature increases T, from 1.2-1.3 keV for a pure Ti pinch to T,E 1.4-1.5 keV for Ti with a 50% admixture of heavy impurities. The increase in the densitysensitive satellite "q" corresponds to an increase in the electron density by a factor of about 1.5. These careful estimates of density and temperature for plasma points with different atomic numbers confirm the expectations from the radiative collapse model: time-averaged diagnostics give values for density and temperature that increase with atomic number.
C. Two regimes of micropinching
Many experiments integrate x-ray spectra over many shots under the assumption that all plasma points are similar in character. However, plasma points do not develop on some shots, and when a plasma point appears it can have quite irreproducible size and position. What happens in individual plasma poi& Single-shot spectra must be studied with a highly sensitive spectrometer (e.g., -Schultz 1989; Aglitskii 1984) .~ The measurement technique (Antsiferov 1989 ) uses a curved quartz crystal spectrograph with different crystals (2d = 2.26, 4.91, and 6.68 A> and radii of curvature .:-. R = 300-800 mm. The spectra are amphfied by a microchannel plate covered by a layer of ,ZnS doped with Ag (Aglitskii 1984) , and registered photographically. Plasma size can be correlated with the spectrum on each shot by using the blurring of the x-ray image's edge.
These measurements, done with a maximum current I m-150-200 kA and plasmas of Cr, Mn, and Fe, give two types of plasma points, large and small. The small plasma points are a few ,um across,' the large plasma points are -0.1 mm in diameter. Both types, large and small, emit spectra with resonance lines (I?-ls2p'Pt) and intercombination lines ( I?-ls2p3P,), gnd also satellite transitions in ions -of low multiplicity,. but obvious differences in the spectra suggest that the plasma points have quite different parameters.
' " The chromium (Cr, Z, = 24) spectra in Fig. 14 are good examples. Figure 14(a) is a spectrum for a small plasma point, and Fig. 14(b) for a large plasma point. The spectra contain the same lines, but in quite different proportions: the small plasma ?point radiates -10~ more in the resonance line (line "?V" at 2.19 A), and the satellite transitions are relatively less important. In the large plasma point [ Fig. 14(b) ] the dominant radiation consists of K, lines, between 2.1 and 2.9 A, probably excited by nonthermal electrons of a colder plasma in the L-shell ionization state. The nonthermal electrons could be isotropic, but they are more likely in the form of a directed beam: the spectrum is consistent with both possibilities.
Plasma of lighter, elements, such as sulphur (2, = 16) and calcium (Ca, 2, = 20), show analogous results, but now the diameter of the small plasma point is about 10-15 pm, while the large plasma point is 0.2-0.3 mm across. Both regimes of micropinching were also found (Aglitskii 1986 ) for heavier elements, Cu at 2, = ,29 and Zn at 2, = 30. In this case the small points were smaller than the experimental resolution (<3 pm), while the large plasma points have diameters -30-50 pm. The x-ray speo tra of these,elements show the same tendencies as in Fig. 14, so that for the large plasma points the resonance lines are, practically absent.
A characteristic feature of the x-ray spectra from the large plasma points are dielectronic satellites excited from Li-like ions by electron-ion collisions, while the satellite lines in the x-ray spectra of the small plasma points come from dielectronic recombination. An example is the spectrum for a small plasma point in calcium, Fig. 15 (a) , compared to Fig. 15 (b) for a large plasma point. The resonance line " JV"' for the small plasma point is visibly wider than the same line for the large plasma point, indicating dielectronic recombination due to the high -density (compare the discussion of Fig. 13 ). The bars in Fig. 15 are the (relative) strengths of the different lines needed to fit the spectrum. These agree with predictions from dielectronic capture. The resonance line in the large plasma point is not broadened by satellites, and the relative strength corresponds to collisional excitation.
Why are there two kinds of plasma points?.In the radiative collapse model. the plasma point disassembles due to anomalous Joule heating connected with the development of microturbulence. If the plasma remains in the Joule heating regime during compression a small plasma point emerges, while a large plasma point is formed if '0 ---------- anomalous heating exceeds the radiative losses early on in the compression process. Anomalous heating starts when the drift velocity vD = I/eNe is on the order of a characteristic thermal velocity in the plasma such as the ion sound velocity v, = dm.
For a Bennett pinch vD = v, implies ZVJ~ = &f/m, where r, = ( e2/mc2) [ 1/4re0J is the classical radius of the electron. The critical line density would then be N,c=z3rWi/mx 10i2/cm, corresponding to an initial line density iV0-10'6/cm, weakly dependent on the other pinch parameters such as temperature or the effective atomic number Z,, According to these considerations the dynamics of micropinching may depend significantly on the initial line density in the discharge. The initial line density in a vacuum spark arises primarily as a result of evaporation of the anode by electrons pulled out of the precathode plasma by the initial voltage. This complicated process is likely to give different initial line densities from shot to shot. Moreover, the line density of this plasma decreases with increasing distance from the anode, creating different initial conditions for the development of the pinch along the axis of the discharge.
The radiative collapse model is sensitive to the initial line density iV,,. Figure 16 contains results from three computations on an iron plasma with 150 kA peak current and initial radius r, = 3 mm, and different line densities given in the figure (Antsiferov 1989) . Shown is the compression dynamics by plotting the radius r(t) and ion line density Ni(r) in the (r, iVi) plane.
In the initial stage of the compression the line density remains constant for all three cases, indicating no outflow of plasma. After this initial stage the tenuous case with Ni(0) = 10'6/cm loses mass while contracting radially union line density (cm-') FIG. 17.8 The minimum radius of an iron plasma during micropinching as function of the initial linear ion density NP til it reaches a minimum of 0.1 mm at .LVic 1015/cm. In contrast, the pinches with initial line density 22.5 x 1016/cm contract in an oscillatory fashion also seen in Fig. 11 (for different initial conditions) . The final size is now much smaller, r,i,-1 pm. Expansion starts at about the same line density for all three cases, namely when the drift speed for the 150 kA current exceeds a thermal velocity. Figure 17 shows the minimum radius r,i, obtained during the compression as function of the initial line density. For initial line density Ni(O) > 10i6/cm the pinch reaches a minimum radius of l-2 pm, while for an initial line density N,(O) < 1016/cm the final pinch size exceeds -0.1 mm. The plot suggests two radiative collapse regimes, one with large final radius for pinches with small line density, and one with small final radius for more massive pinches, with a small transition region in between. A collapse with large final radius is reminiscent of the large plasma point, while the collapse with small final radius looks like a small plasma point. This phenomenology, is corroborated by experimental data (Koloshnikov 1985) : for aluminum the transition occurs around 3 X 1015/cm (Ivanenkov 1989) .
Other computations, for calcium (Z, = 20) and zinc (Z, = 30), show the same well-defined transition between the two micropinch regimes. Moreover, in these computations the minimum radius decreases with increasing nuclear charge Z,, in agreement with experimental results.
The computed radiation output per plasma point agrees with the experimental value. In the computations the energy K lines from a small plasma point is about 0.04 J per shot, while the experimental value is about 0.02 J (Veretennikov 1985) . For the large plasma point the computed K-line energy per shot is more than an order of The size of the plasma point is correlated with its position in the discharge gap (Antsiferov 1989) in a manner that is consistent with the two regimes of radiative collapse. The measurements were made at 100 kA in a Ti plasma (Z, = 22), with an experimental resolution of the pinch size of 5 pm. Figure 18 shows the results. The forward pointing axis is the distance to the anode, the horizontal axis is the size of the plasma point, and the vertical axis is the intensity of the K-line output as gauged by the film density.
The data show two groups of plasma points. The small plasma points, with radius Y-10 pm, are located mainly close to the anode, while the large plasma points, with radius r-O.2 mm, are typically farther away. Moreover, the film density of the small plasma points is several times larger than for the large plasma points. These experimental data are consistent with the results in Figs. 16 and 17 obtained from computations on simple theoretical models.
V. CONCLUSION
The experimental results appear to show a radiative collapse phenomenon in low-inductance vacuum sparks. Two types of plasma points have been documented, small plasma points around a few microns in size, with extreme values for density n -1023/cm3 and temperature r&,-R keV, and large plasma points with one order of magnitude larger size and two order of magnitude smaller density:Discrepancies between the values given in the literature over the years are explained in part by the two different regimes, and in part by the fact that a plasma point is dynamic: the plasma's density and temperature can change drastically during collapse. In this case the plasma parameters inferred from time-averaged x-ray spectroscopy depend on the range of validity of the measurement technique.
Many characteristics of the plasma points are successfully reproduced by a radiative collapse model (Vikhrev R42 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 69, No. IO, 15 May 1991 1982a). The model's principal ingredients are the strong radiative power from the ions as modified by opacity effects, and the reduction of line density due to axial outflow. Radiative collapse ends by the onset of anomalous heating.
Other types of discharges with axial symmetry often show small, bright regions of x-ray emission that appear to be similar to the plasma points discussed here. For example, plasma points appear in experiments with exploding wires (Bwrkhalter 1977; Zakharov 1983) . For currents up to 200 kA the parameters of the plasma point are close to the ones measured in low-inductance vacuum sparks.
Gas puff z-pinches also show plasma points, generally called bright spots in the z-pin@ literature, whose size, temperature, and density of plasma appear to vary considerably depending on the type of the apparatus, the current in the discharge, and the initial conditions. However, it is possible to have a regime that produces small plasma points with sizes of several pm in a -1 MA current discharge (Gol'ts 1986/7; Sopkin 1990) . The x-ray spectrum of the He-like krypton and xenon in these experiments shows plasma points with temperatures of tens of keV, and n,r 2 lOI cm3/s.
Similar observations come from plasma focus experiments: Plasma points with size -10 ,um arise in the second compression of the focus, when the hydrogen plasma increases its radiation loss through additional anode material (copper) (Fillipov 1983) . Similar phenomena are seen in experiments on a plasma focus discharge in a -mixture of deuterium and heavy noble gases (Peacock 1969; Volobuev 1988; Koshelev 1988) . The x-ray spectra of the heavy impurities indicate that the electron temperature reaches about 700-1000 eV in plasma points of about 20 pm.
The addition of several percent impurities produces a significant change, in the character of the final pinch in these and other experiments. In the explosion of CD, wires (Young 1977 ) the radiation from carbon ions apparently leads to small plasma points (Decker 1990) . Also the compression of z pinches in deuterium changes drastically with the admixture of high atomic number elements (Bailey 1986) . These experiments again demonstrate the essential role of radiation loss on the dynamics of many types of discharges, and especially on plasma point formation.
Micropinches are primarily used as radiation sources for spectra of multiply charged ions, but in the future micropinches may become sources of XUV and soft x rays for technological applications (e.g., Veretennikov 1982) , and for pumping of x-ray lasers (e.g., Finkenthal 1986; Oraevskii 1987) . For this application it is important that the short lifetime of a micropinch corresponds to a high radiation power despite the small total energy.
